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15.0 MORALE
Morale, which Napoleon deemed to be three times as important as numerical strength on the battlefield, is reflected
on two different levels in (GAME NAME). The concept of Unit Morale is based upon the Combative and Morale
Rating (CMR) assigned to every infantry battalion, cavalry regiment, skirmish company, artillery crew, headquarter
base and train unit. On a higher level, ie Corp, Army or National Army level, the concept of Morale Fatigue points
(MFP) is used to determine the will within the corp or army for the continuance of the battle itself.
At any time during the game, an individual Combat unit possesses "Good Morale," or is either "Disordered" or
"Routed". Disorder and Rout are involuntary formations which reflect a unit's temporary physical and/or
psychological disorganization. The attrition of Friendly figure strength through Combat or movement fatigue forms
a steady drain on each army's overall Morale eventually resulting in the army's Demoralization and forced
retirement from the battlefield to prevent complete army breakup and loss.

General Rule:
The game setup assigns an initial Morale Fatigue Points level to each army which is recorded on the appropriate
senior Commanding Officer's roster. During the game, a running MFP used total is publicly maintained to reflect
the changes in the Army Morale level in accordance with the rules pertaining to Army (MFP) rules.
Throughout the game, the effect of all forms of Combat on individual units is determined when required in
accordance with the rules pertaining to Unit Morale.

[15.10] Unit Morale Check Procedure

[15.1U Whenever a unit is required to check Morale, the Player who controls the unit roll a 10D die. The dice
roll is then modified according to i5.50, and the modified result is compared to the currert CMR Morale Value
(see 15.50). If the checking unit's modified morale roll exceeds it's CMR morale is exceeded by a range from 1
to 4 points, the unit is placed into a MORALE DISORDERED formation (15.60). If the rolled modified result
exceeds the current CMR morale value bv 5 or hieher. the unit is ROUTED and movement to the rear is required.

Example: During the Reciprocal Artillery Fire Phase a French infantry battalion, in good order, lost
one figure from a successful English artillery battery Fire attack, forcing the French unit
to check morale. The starting CMR rating for the French unit was 6. After losing the
figure, the CMR is reduced by 1 for the figure loss, giving a current CMR rating of 5. The
French Player rolled a 7 with no morale or terrain modifiers adjustments required from the
table of Morale Modifiers. Comparing the 7 morale result to the current 5 Morale value
rating, the 7 exceeds the 5 by 2 points. Therefore, the French battalion is placed into a
Morale Disordered state. Note: If the French battalion rolled a 0 (ie..10) , it would rout
from the English Artillery Fire attack, as it exceeded by 5.

[15.20] General Unit Morale rules

Il5.2Il With one exception, no unit or unit grouping can be required to take more than ONE Morale check during
a Game Turn PHASE for the same morale check circumstance. The sole exception is for Fire Attack figure losses
during the Shock Combat Phase,

115.221 Multi-unitformations, ie infantry square formations, or units withina redoubt or building terrain feature
take morale checks based upon the highest unit's CMR within the square, building or redoubt, Only one morale
check is performed if required. Units in a pre-formed column formation take individual unit morale checks.

[15.23] Fully deployed [see 9.37] skirmishers from light battalions, light or irregular cavalry take morale checks
by the unit. Morale failure causes all components of these units to be placed into a close order column formation
and retired 10" towards the rear per the retreat movement rules [{I.xx]. Fully deployed open order units which
exceed their morale value by 5 or higher are routed towards the rear. See exception 15.24 below.

Il5.24l Partially deployed lsee 9.36] Light battalions, light or irregular cavalry, Light company figures from Line
battalions or medium cavalry regiments are grouped into a temporary "cluster group" for one morale check roll
based upon the highest CMR found within the cluster. If the cluster group has greater than 12 figures or a 4" gap
between any two skirmisher figures, treat the skirmisher screen as two or more cluster groups for morale checks.
If a morale check cluster group fails morale, all the figures within the cluster are returned to their parent unit
locations. These figures may Fire Combat or defend themselves in Shock Combat along with the other figures of
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the parent unit. These figures can never morale rout.

t15.251 Morale Checks are conducted at two intervals during a Game Turn Phase; Instantaneous [see 15.30] and
at the near conclusion of the Game Turn Phase [see 15.40].

I15.261No Unit Morale check is required under the following circumstances:
a, The morale checking unit has a higher Morale grade classificationfll.2Tl then the routing unit.
b. The routing unit is less than l/2 the current figure count size of the testing unit.
c. Passby morale check if routing unit failed to rally during the Rally Phase but continued to rout

towards the rear areas.
d. Infantry and artillery batteries within a undisordered square formation to receive enemy charging

cavalry. Exception is during night combat when all formation require morale checks for receiving
charging cavalry t18.611.

e. Rout of a open (skirmisher) formation or artillery/ train crew unless the testing unit is another open
(skirmisher) formation.

f. Any unit in or behind a terrain feature which charging cavalry cannot enter or contact them during
a Shock Combat phase.

g. Any unit already in a state of rout
h. Commander (officer) or engineer figures. Their headquarter base is treated as a elite (CMR 8) 1-3

figure artillery base for morale checks

II5.27l There are three (3) morale grade rankings...Elite...Line...and Militia classifications. To determine which

classification the unit is rated, the starting banleday CMR is used.

Morale Grade Classification CMR Values
Elite 8 or higher
Line 5-7
Militia l - 4

, |5.281 Each time a individual unit takes a morale check DURING THE SHOCK COMBAT PHASE, the following
CMR adjustments apply depending if a unmodified 1 or 10 is rolled These CMR adjustments remain in effect till
the end of the Shock Phase then the unit returns to normal standing. Units which have CMR changes during the
battleday check morale based upon their new immediate CMR value and morale grade classification.

If a 1 is rolled for the morale check, add *1 for shock and morale during this Shock Phase only.
If a 10 is rolled, subtract 1 for shock and morale during this Shock Phase only. Due to this -1 adjustment,
this mav cause a unit to rout instead of a morale disorder in place.

tI5.29l Multi-unitformations (square, units in building or redoubt) or temporary "cluster" (see 15.24) taking a first

morale check omit rule 15.28 above. These units cannot have their initial CMR raised or lowered based upon their

first morale check percentage roll since the morale roll tests more than one unit.

115.301 Instantaneous Unit Morale Check Circumstances

[15.31] The Circumstances for Instantaneous Unit Morale Check are:

^, 
Loss of figure(s) or cannon during either the Facing, Formation, Movement or Shock Combat

Phases due to Fire Combat [11.0]
b. A Friendly formed unit breaks and routs within 2n of the testing unit
c. A Friendly formed unit executes Passby rout movQ\rent within 2" of the testing unit

d. To receive enemy unit(s) Shock Combat if the unit hasn't previously checked during the previous

Declared Cavalry Charge Phase [12.70]
e. To declare a counter-charge with a cavalry unit(s) [12.80]
f. A Surprise enemy sighting or siege sortie [xx.xx]
g. Unit is within a explosion radius [xx.xx]

Us.32|Instantaneous Morale checks are completed before the next action, whether it is a fire attack, shock combat
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or movement of figures, is performed on the tabletop. Upon completion of the Morale check and any secondary
morale checks caused by the original testing unit, continue with the Game turn Phase.

115.401 Phase Completion Unit Morale checks

[15.41] The Circumstances for Phase completion Unit Morale checks are:
a. Loss of figure(s) or cannon during Reciprocal Artillery Fire Phase [14.63]
b. Loss of figure(s) during Reciprocal Infantry / Cavalry Fire Phase U4.631
c. To Rally a routing unit [15.70]
d. Test units within a Declared Cavalry Charge Zone |2.701
e. To declare a Cavalry charge in the Declared Cavalry Charge Phase [12.70]
f. To retain figures within a burning terrain feature [xx.xx]

U5/21Phase Completion Unit Morale Checks are conducted at the conclusion of all Fire Combat, Shock Combat
and Movement of figures but before the start of the next Game Turn Phase. Any secondary Morale checks caused
by the original testing unit are also completed.

lLs.43l Units which fail to rally during the Rally Phase are immediately moved a rout movement per rout movement
rules xx.xx. Friendly units seeing,tle pass b_y movement take NO morale checks for this routed unit.

[15.50] Morale Check Modifiers

[15.51] The base Morale value for a unit is establishedupon the unit's current CMR rating, adjusted for figures
lost and any other CMR adjustments.

U5.521When checking a unit's Morale, the modified dice roll result is always compared to the current CMR rating
of the checking unit. For each figure loss, a infantry, cavalry unit or multi-crew artillery battery, reduce the CMR
rating by one (1). Additional morale adjustment of -2 occurs aL 50% loss of unit strength, crew or cannon.

[15.53] When artillery Fire Attacks upon enemy artillery, the loss of cannon temporarily reduces the CMR 1 for
each cannon lost that Phase. Upon completion of the Phase which cannon were lost, the CMR morale percentage
returns to the starting value. All half strength artillery battery crews and cannon have -2 CMR morale adjustment
applied permanently. [15.53a Optional rule] Artillery batteries count cannon lost as like infantry figures. A 8
cannon battery with2 cannon lost would be -2 CMR morale steps for all morale checks.

[15.54] The following chart outlines the morale adjustments.

Negative CMR Morale adjustments:

-2 '" Testing unit within burning building, grainfield or wood area after owning player's Movement phase
is completed.

-3' Unit within 6" radius of unexpected explosion, either from artillery battery, train unit or enemy
sapper (siege) task. This includes mine explosions during a siege.

-1 , Friendly unit(s) within 3" of forewarned explosion event.

-5 . Foot unit (ie non-cavalry) within 4" of enemy cavalry unit which declares a charge during the
Declared Cavalry Charge Phase. This modifier only applies during the Declared Cavalry Charge
Phase.

-3 . Foot unit at 4" to 8" of a enemy cavalry unit which declares a charge during the Declared Cavalry
Charge Phase. This modifier only applies during the Declared Cavalry Charge Phase.

-1 Foot unit at 8" to 16" of a enemy cavalry unit which declares a charge during the Declared Cavalry
Charge Phase. This modifier only applies during tfe Declared Cavalry Charge Phase. Note that foot
units only test morale out the movement range of the charging enemy cavalry unit.

-3 " 
Cavalry unit (ie non-foot unit) within 4" of enemyhbvalry unit which declares a charge during the
Declared Cavalry Charge Phase. This modifier only applies during the Declared Cavalry Charge
Phase.

-1.." Cavalry unit at 4u to 8" of a enemy cavalry unit which declares a charge during the Declared
Cavalry Charge Phase. This modifier only applies during the Declared Cavalry Charge Phase.

-2 .. Testing unit sees a friendly unit within 2. fa;^l it's Morale check and start ROUT movement towards
the rear.

-3 Unit within 6" radius of surprise figure deployment, siege sortie or similar event.
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-2 Any unit in open order formation taking a receiving Morale check for Shock Combat.
-2 Attempting to rally a routing unit on a night game turn.
-2 Any unit with a CMR of 7 or less taking a receiving Morale check for Shock combat (assault) by

a Old Guard unit.
- :--'- ' 

-l;; ny7l'id"' '
-1 Unit is ilr*tcf'zimmunrtron or unarmed unit.

-1 Unit is taking a receiving Morale check and is ar@is unarmed. Tk
p€+t&i+ non=FurnPern units.

-2 Testing unit is at or over 50% figure loss rL;
-l Testing unit's command at or above 2O% to 39% figure loss p"r""otug". ffi
-2 Unit's command at or above 40% to 59% figure loss percentage.
-3 Unit's command at or above 60% figure loss percentage.

-L Loss of Line of Communication Headquarter base or Line of Supply (LOC or LOS)
-1 Loss of senior Nation or Army commander on battlefield causes LOC (omit above)

Positive CMR Morale adiustments:
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+ 1 Cavalry unit attempting to charge on foot unit's flank or open order formation within 4" range.
+ 1 Cavalry unit is part of a Cavalry command which declared a " Divisional command Charge " . [ 1 5 . xx

and 12.721.
+ 1 Unit in or behind natural terrain (see terrain chart).
+l Unit in or behind Class I or II building or man-ma{e constructed position-(see ter4ain chart).
+2 Unit in Class III building. c't ['--t'res't-J P=Jlt"-^ 01 <a'\'i'r/r'-<i'Fd' gsi{'c-"

[15.55] Infantry, Artillery batteries or train units taking receiving non-charging cavalry Morale checks have an
additional morale value adjustment based upon the shock combat odds ratio. Artillery counts the number of cannon
in battery (ess losses) to determine odds ratio and receiving morale modifiers. Train units have one figure for ratio
odds. .

Shock table odds ratio Fr#x.
.4 CMR
-3
-t

-1
+1
+2

600 % or more
400 % to 599 %
300 % to399 %
200 % to299 %
74%to50%
49% or less

[15.56] Units with Commander (officer) figures attached or withintheir radius range receive morale percentage

benefits depending upon the officer's morale benefit percentages. See [14.40] for officer morale benefits. All officer
morale benefits are positive towards the unit's passing morale checks.

lL5.57l Army Demoralizationcauses a -1 CMR adjustment [15.90]. Reduce the unit's CMR to determine the base
morale value.

t15.601 Morale Disorder and effect on Facing, Formation, Movementn Fire Combat or Shock combat

[15.61] Morale disorder has no effect against the abilities of a unit to retain or change facing during the Facing
Phase.

$5.621 A unit may change formation while under morale disordefed status. All infantry which form or remain in

a square like formation are considered as an all around morale dhbrdered formation for Fire Combat and obtain
no Shock Combat square bonus vis enemy Charging Cavalry Shock Combat till rallied.

[15.63] Movement is slowed by ll2 rate for morale disorder status. Morale disordered units within a declared
cavalry or counter-charge zone move at I/4 rate.

[15.64] Morale disordered units may elect to retire (Movement Phase movement) before up coming Shock Combat
or may elect to remain in position to receive the Shock Combat with reduced CMR.

[15.65] Morale disordered close order infantry units use the Disordered firing line found upon the Fire Combat
Chart for all Fire Attacks. Close order mounted cavalry units cannot Fire Attack while morale disordered.
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[15.66] Morale disordered Artillery battery crew Fire Attack at ll4 effectiveness. This reduction in effectiveness
applies at all Fire Attack ranges.

115.67l Units involved in Shock Attack as either the defending force or offensive force suffer a -2 Shock Combat
adjustment if morale disordered at the time of the Shock Combat resolution.

[15.68] Morale disorder has no direct effect on a unit's Morale other than to make it more susceptible to rout
causing possible problems with other friendly units.

t15.701 Rallying
During the Rally Phase, the Phasing Player removes Morale disorder and/or Rout indications from units controlled
according to the restrictions and procedures of the Rally Phase. All rallying of units is done on a individual unit
basis.

f15.1ll At the start of the Rally Phase, the Phasing Player changes all units with a Morale Disordered status to good
standing order as long as none of the following restrictions apply:

a. Within a Minimum Fire Zone [11.34] of a close order enemy infantry or cavalry unit.
b. Within the Minimum Fire Zone |ll.32l of unlimbered artillery battery.

-i€#€d#'uildir€"€tc.

Note: A unit may rally within a minimum Fire Zone of any open (skirmisher) enemy formation.

ll5.72l Immediately after all eligible Morale Disorder indications are removed from his rmits, the Phasing Player
may, at his election, attempt to rally Routed units as long as none of the following restrictions apply:

a. Within a Minimum Fire Zone [11 .34] of a close order enemy infantry or cavalry unit.
b. Within the Minimum Fire Zone [1.32] of unlimbered artillery battery.
c. The unit has Rout moved off the tableton area.

Note: A unit may rally within a minimum Fire Zone of any open (skirmisher) enemy formation,

|5.73) To rally, the Routed unit must pass a Morale check without Morale disorder or rout as a result. If the dice
rolled equal or is less that the required adjusted morale value, the unit is changed to reflect a morale disordered
condition. On the next Rally Phase, the morale disordered unit will regain good morale standing as per 15.71 above.

II5.14l Officer (commander) figures may give theirmoralebenefits to rally routedunits if the officer figure can
be seen by the routed units. Buildings and woods restrict visibility.

[15.75] After all eligibleunits are rallied, all remaining routing formations are retreated by the Phasing Player. This
includes units which fail to rally from a rout rally attempt and any units which the Phasing Player elected not to
rally. Failure to rally on a second rally attempt causes removal of entire unit as casualties and MFP points [15.85].
115.76l Routed formations may never be moved during a Movement Phase. Routed formations are only required
to execute a required retreat due to Shock Combat results. Fire Attacks, other than removing figures, cause no
Morale check. Routed formations may never execute offensive Shock Combat or any form of Fire Combat,

U5.771 If the unit cannot rally from morale disorder due to the restrictions under 15.71 above, the unit will remain
morale disordered till a Rally Phase which it can rally to good order.

[15.78] Unit facing and column formation is retained during the Rally Phase. In most situations, units rallying from
Rout or Morale disorder are facins towards the rear. awav from the enemv formations.

'

\\
t15.801 Army Morale and Morale Fatigue Point (MFP) Calculation
Army Level Morale is a quantitative enumeration of the relative endurance capacity of armies, The Morale Point
(MFP) calculation is determined and based upon the available units at the start of the battle tabletop simulation. If
additional commands arrive within, or march away from, the battlezone (xx.xx), the MFP value is adjusted
accordingly to reflect the change in the army's MFP calculation.
During the game, the MFP recorded total is adjusted upwards for each army to reflect changes in the army's Morale
level effected by; attrition of unit figures from Fire Attacks or Shock Combat, failure to rally and routing from
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battlefield, loss of officers, orders usage, capture or retention of certain geographical objectives.

t15.8U The army's total MFP value is determined prior to the start of the game. The MFP points come from three
(3) sources; each unit within the army, each command's officer (by rank of command) and geographical objectives
in the battlezone. A unit for MFP is defined as a battalion of infantry, a regiment of cavalry, an artillery battery
or any train unit. The following determines the total value of MFP points:

1). For each unit within the army:

Unit Morale
Grade

1-3 Figure
strength

4-7 Figure
strength

8-10 Figure
strength

11-12 Figure
strength

All Artillery
or Train units

Militia 1-4 CMR 0 I 2 a
J

1
I

Line 4-7 CMR 1 z J + 2

Elite 8-S CMR 2 3 4 5 3

2). For each Officer (commander) appointed to a command:

Brigade 5 MFP points
Divisional 5 MFP points
Wing or Corp 5 MFP points
Army 15 MFP points
Nation 15 MFP points

3). Geographical positions found on the tabletop. The game master may set geographical position MFP
points for certain key terrain positions on the tabletop. This reflects the times when a position

became important in both armies eyes and assumed an importance beyond itself and location.

t 15 . 821 Commands which arrive during the progress of a game. . ie. . marching to the sound of the guns . . add their

total MFP value to the controlling Player's side MFP total upon their arrival within the battlezone.

115.831 Commands which withdraw from the battlezone or are forced by supelior enemy strength to retreat addl
MFP point per unit to the recorded MFP total for the Player side. Unit tir#roffi faqtgr. If the command returns
to the battlezone, the?.MFP per unit charge is pd adjusted on the MFP registqrHflcounted as per 15.82 for
reinforcements. Ftrs 'oh..

[15.84] Game masters, depending upon the game scenario, may add enemy unit and officer MFP value to the
opposite Player side if their enemy march entire commands off the enemy's controlled road net into their rear areas
off table. A typical rule would Ue?n4fp charged to the MFP register for each enemy unit which "touches" a road
exit point (defined at game start) but elects to remain in the battlezone.

[15.85] During each Army Morale Fatigue Phase, MFP points are added to the owning player side for each
occurrence from the followins table:

1 MFP point per figure lost from: Fire Attack Combat
Shock Combat r)
Failure to rally after Znd Morale rally attempt.

2 MFP points
5 MFP points
5 MFP points

5 MFP points

per figure surrendered
For each artillery battery or train unit completely de-crewed by Fire or Shock Combat
For each artillery battery or train unit overran by Shock Combat. Re-crewed battery or
train units count this MFP loss each time the event reoccurs.
For each Brigade, Divisional, Corp or Wing Commander (officer) figure wounded or killed
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by any means of combat.
5 MFP points For each Corp or Wing Headquarter base routed or lost by combat.
15 MFP points For Army or Nation Commander wounded or killed by any means of combat.
15 MFP points For each Army or Nation Headquarter base routed or lost by combat.
4 MFP points For each ATTACK command ofder in effect on an hourly game turn.
2 MFP points For each ENGAGE or DEFEND order in effect on an hourly game turn.
1 MFP point For each MARCH order in effect on an hourly game turn.
2 MFP points For each unit which violates the command's orders [13.81].
1/2 MFP point For each unit which involuntary violated formation operational order restrictions [13.83].
5 MFP points For each Defend/Hold order marker overran by enemy units.
1 MFP point For each hour of march performed by commands arriving at the battlezone. These

commands enter the battlezone with a March order.
? MFP points Per predetermined geographical objective (position) held or loss based upon scenario.

These points can be used to set direction for a historical battle and/or balance MFP side
totals at a game master's discretion [15.81].

? MFP points For enemy unit exiting or "touching" road entrance position t15.841.

115.861 Scenario geographical position MFP points are added to the starting MFP total for the owning player side.
If taken by enemy action, the point value of the position is added to the recorded MFP total of it's former owner
and subtracted from the Player side which seized the position. The adding or subtraction of MFP positional points
continues for the entire battleday. Positional MFP points shouldn't be greater than25% of the starting player side's
MFP total value.

t15.871 A show of hands from all players quickly allows one player to count fingers and determine the total for the
player leams. Add the total to the previous balance and advise both sides of the revised totals.

t15.901 Army Demoralization
If the total recorded MFP value exceeds the predetermined battlezone total for the owning player side, that army
is deemed to become Army Demoralized. The recording of the MFP total continues till the conclusion of the game.
The effects of Army Demoralization are explained in the following s.

[15.91] Upon attaining Army Demoralization, the CMR for all unit's within the army are reduced by -1 for each
game turn hour, starting with the first game tum hour which the army exceeded the predetermined MFP value. The
CMR adjustment applies for all Shock Combat and Morale situations.

|5.921 Command's which arrive within the battlezone add their MFP total value to the player side total. By such
action, the revised MFP total may rise above the current recorded MFP total. If this event occurs, the army
immediately reverts back to normal army morale standing till the recorded total MFP again exceeds the
predetermined MFP value.

[15.93] If a player side reaching l5O % of their predetermined MFP value, their CMR adjustment becomes -2 per
game turn hour. In addition, all command orders are immediately changed to March order. No other command
orders are available under these dire circumstances. At 2OO n*, the adjustment becomes -3 CMR per game turn
hour.

[15.94] Army General Advance or Pursuit senior orders cannot be issued when an army becomes demoralized.

[15.95] All Attack operational order markers are immediately changed for Engage orders. Attack orders cannot be
issued while army demoralization is in effect. , l
t15.961 (Campaign rule) Armies which exceed their MFP during a battleday are -1 CMR for the next battleday.r
Commands which arrive on subsequent battleday(s) are unaffectbb by this rule unless their army again becomes
Army Demorulized and the game continues into another battleday.

[15.97] eg*mfc{e: When a player or team reach90% level of the side's MFP total they announce that they are
within l0% of the Armv demoralizationlevel.


